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Enabling potential

BECKETT MCINROY CONSULTANCY has a number of qualified and experienced Coaches, Trainers,
Researchers, Proof Readers, Psychometrists (Level A - ability and B - personality with the British
Psychological Society), Writers and Consultants who ensure that your personal, professional
and organisational requirements are met through tailor-made provisions. We also have a vast
array of collaborative associates who
co-operate on projects internationally.
BECKETT MCINROY CONSULTANCY has worked for a variety of organisations including the
Crown Prince’s International Scholarship Programme (CPISP) Craig Consultants and PIM
(Bahrain), Private schools and universities, National Guard Hospitals, Rawabi, IEC, Human
Resources Corp. (Kingdom of Saudi Arabia), Origin and Unisono (Gulf Wide) along with
Kempinski Hotels, Anfield, Bizladies, Investment Banks and DHL (International), providing
psychometric profiles, lectures, training, coaching and consultancy.
This brochure outlines the two main psychometric profiling tools used by students
internationally for course and career selection purposes. They are also used for graduate
recruitment, by universities for entrance examination purposes and by trainer HRM
professionals. With no pass or fail you are provided with impartial and accurate data relating
to your abilities and personality traits to ensure you make an informed decision.

BECKETT MCINROY CONSULTANCY IS A PROFESSIONAL MEMBER OF THE FOLLOWING
INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS AND CAREER/COACHING BODIES.

INVESTMENT
PER
TEST

DESCRIPTION
MY SELF SAVILLE PREMIUM REPORT
30 minutes on-line

(BD 85 per candidate for more than 10 tests at one time)
(BD 75 per candidate for more than 20 tests at one time)

BD95

MY Self generates a personalized report that draws upon Saville Consulting’s extensive
research into behaviours and competencies.
Included:





Signature strengths
Challenging areas
Career Area Chart
Career Area Fit







Beneficial career planning information
Accurate insight into behaviour
Constructive development tips
Highlights of career areas and best-fit culture
Fast on-line completion






Career coaching and guidance
Interview preparation
Development planning
Performance coaching

Benefits:

Application:

https://www.savilleconsulting.com/products/career-guidance-and-selfdevelopment
MORRISBY PROFILE 3.5 hours face to face
Test, soft copy and 1-hour feedback per candidate
(BD195 2-4 candidates)
(BD165 5-10 candidates)
(BD120 11-15 candidates)

Morrisby Profile is one of the most widely-known systems used in careers guidance today.
For over 50 years the Morrisby Profile has been at the forefront of assessing aptitudes,
learning styles and personal working styles, to inform career choice.
The scores on the assessments allow students to be compared with each other through
an appropriate norm group. The shape of the resulting psychological ‘profile’ is used to
show student’s own strengths and underlying abilities. The scientific analysis of this profile
provides genuine insights into potential future work performance, which goes far
beyond any analysis of interests alone.
Who is it for? The Morrisby Profile has been designed to help individuals who are making
important decisions about their future education and/or career. For trained HR
professionals it is also useful for making selection decisions. It also provides a powerful
system for assessing job applicants.

https://www.morrisby.org

BD200

COMMENDATIONS

“The Morrisby Profile has established itself as one of the best and most useful psychometric
tests for those wishing to decide on a career or further/higher education path.”
David Ritchi, Director of Careers, Education, Information Advice & Guidance, HCS Ltd
“Before taking the psychometric test I never really quite figure out what I wanted and what
my abilities are, but after taking it and receiving the feedback it gave me a much clearer
vision of the path I am to take in order to realise my dreams, it told me what I needed to
hear…the psychometric test reassured me of my decisions and helped me take one step
closer to achieving my goals.”
Shifa’a Al Sairafi, age 16,
“I believe that with her analysis and discussions of the results, my daughter is well on her
way to make the best choice for her career. Clare’s added inputs based on her
experience, genuine helping attitude and excellent counseling skills made the
difference. I would definitely recommend BECKETT MCINROY CONSULTANCY to all those
who would like to have such profiling done. ”
Shaukat Lookhandwala, GM (Finance) at Al Haji Hassan Group B.S.C. (c)
“A qualified professional leader, Psychometrists and researcher who performs her role with
a focused vision, enthusiastic team spirit and results oriented mission while demonstrating
clarity in communication… sincere interest in contributing to the learning and development
of talent.”
Nezar Al Basri, PhD, Founding Owner & Chief Executive Consultant, Tamioz

Feedback is conducted by a qualified Saville WAVE and Morrisby Professional
Psychometrist (British Psychological Society Level A and Level B)
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